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CONTENT DISCLAIMER
Our editorial team consists of
humanist volunteers. Articles are
written by them, or by our readers
and contributors, and published at
the discretion of the editorial
team. We strive to publish content
in line with humanist aims and
values but views expressed by
writers are their own and not
necessarily shared by any
associated Humanist groups or
Humanists UK.

David Brittain
Executive Editor

This issue is about sex – or rather, religion and sex – or better
still, religion’s presumptions regarding our sexual behaviour,
and you won’t be surprised to note that it turns out we could
write a very, very long book on this topic. But we only have a
limited amount of space, so please forgive us if we appear to
skim over the matter.
Most of the organised religions seem to take a deep interest in
our sexual behaviour. Many faiths expect virginity before
marriage (especially regarding the bride) and when two people
do get married they are often expected to convert to one faith
or the other (an appalling and aggressive imposition, in my
opinion). And then, once you get married, how you make love,
how often you make love, and the use of contraception can
receive close scrutiny from the religious authorities. And why
on earth are they so offended by homosexual relationships
between consenting adults?
It hasn’t always been like this. There was a time in human
history when a couple’s love life was private. They only needed
to announce to relatives and friends that they were now a
couple who had decided to be husband and wife and have
children. It was a simple commitment – no more than that –
and we seemed to get along just fine for maybe thousands of
years. But then organised religion decided to take a hand. It
offered instruction, made rules, and demanded religious
commitment. However, their interest was always – in my
opinion – about getting access to the children, rather than
about sex. The insistence on abstinence outside of marriage,
and religious conversion beforehand, finally gives the game
away.
Another aspect of sex is gender identity. With the exception of
intersex conditions, we are born as either boys or girls. So, the
question is at what point does nature tell us what we are, and
what might be the consequences of an attempt to change that?
It has been tried, and it led to tragic consequences, as you can
read in my article about the David Reimer case.
But there is so much more in this month’s issue, so read on,
enjoy, and do let us know if you have any life stories to share.

© Rights to copy, duplicate or otherwise reproduce any part of Humanistically Speaking
must be authorised in writing by the editors of the Humanistically Speaking editorial team.
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Humanist
News
‘Declaration of Modern Humanism’
adopted by Humanists International
The recent General Assembly of Humanists
International in Glasgow adopted a new
version of The Amsterdam Declaration,
replacing the 1952 original and the 2002
update. The new Declaration is as follows:
Humanist beliefs and values are as old as
civilization and have a history in most
societies around the world. Modern
humanism is the culmination of these long
traditions of reasoning about meaning and
ethics, the source of inspiration for many of
the world’s great thinkers, artists, and
humanitarians, and is interwoven with the
rise of modern science.
As a global humanist movement, we seek to
make all people aware of these essentials of
the humanist worldview:

1. Humanists strive to be ethical
We accept that morality is inherent to the
human condition, grounded in the ability of
living things to suffer and flourish, motivated
by the benefits of helping and not harming,
enabled by reason and compassion, and
needing no source outside of humanity.
We affirm the worth and dignity of the
individual and the right of every human to
the greatest possible freedom and fullest
possible development compatible with the

rights of others. To these ends we support
peace, democracy, the rule of law, and
universal legal human rights.
We reject all forms of racism and prejudice
and the injustices that arise from them. We
seek instead to promote the flourishing and
fellowship of humanity in all its diversity and
individuality.
We hold that personal liberty must be
combined with a responsibility to society. A
free person has duties to others, and we feel
a duty of care to all of humanity, including
future generations, and beyond this to all
sentient beings.

We recognise that we are part of nature and
accept our responsibility for the impact we
have on the rest of the natural world.

2. Humanists strive to be rational
We are convinced that the solutions to the
world’s problems lie in human reason, and
action. We advocate the application of
science and free inquiry to these problems,
remembering that while science provides the
means, human values must define the ends.
We seek to use science and technology to
enhance human well-being, and never
callously or destructively. 

Humanistically Speaking is for humanist groups everywhere, but our
readership is growing and is fully open to non-humanists and persons of faith.
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Humanist
News
3. Humanists strive for fulfilment in
their lives
We value all sources of individual joy and
fulfilment that harm no other, and we believe
that personal development through the
cultivation of creative and ethical living is a
lifelong undertaking.
We therefore treasure artistic creativity and
imagination and recognise the transforming
power of literature, music, and the visual and
performing arts. We cherish the beauty of the
natural world and its potential to bring
wonder, awe, and tranquillity. We appreciate
individual and communal exertion in physical
activity, and the scope it offers for
comradeship and achievement. We esteem
the quest for knowledge, and the humility,
wisdom, and insight it bestows.

4. Humanism meets the widespread
demand for a source of meaning and
purpose to stand as an alternative to
dogmatic religion, authoritarian
nationalism, tribal sectarianism, and
selfish nihilism
Though we believe that a commitment to
human well-being is ageless, our particular
opinions are not based on revelations fixed
for all time. Humanists recognise that no one
is infallible or omniscient, and that
knowledge of the world and of humankind
can be won only through a continuing process
of observation, learning, and rethinking.

For these reasons, we seek neither to avoid
scrutiny nor to impose our view on all
humanity. On the contrary, we are
committed to the unfettered expression and
exchange of ideas, and seek to cooperate
with people of different beliefs who share our
values, all in the cause of building a better
world.
We are confident that humanity has the
potential to solve the problems that confront
us, through free inquiry, science, sympathy,
and imagination in the furtherance of peace
and human flourishing.
We call upon all who share these convictions
to join us in this inspiring endeavour.
https://humanists.international/policy/declar
ation-of-modern-humanism/

Layout Editor Opportunity
•

Do you know your way around
PowerPoint?

•

Do you have time on your hands?

•

Do you have a creative streak?

If you can answer yes to all three questions,
then you could be just the person to fill a
very exciting vacancy that has just arisen. As
a volunteer-run magazine, we can offer no
pay, but your reward will be playing a vital
part of a team that creates the UK’s only free
Humanist magazine. To apply, simply email
Humanistically.Speaking@gmail.com and
we can go from there.

Humanistically Speaking is for humanist groups everywhere, but our
readership is growing and is fully open to non-humanists and persons of faith.
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Humanists on film
Four Humanists were filmed in early June in a
local Windsor library as part of the Real
People Real Faiths Project funded by the panBerkshire SACRE network. The project team
interviews individual believers, ideally
Berkshire residents, each talking about their
beliefs and faith. They have already filmed
Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs, Jews, Anglican
Christians and Baptists. The existing films can
be viewed here:
https://www.natre.org.uk/aboutnatre/projects/real-people-real-faith/

The films are targeted at pupils from Key Stage
1 through to Key Stage 3 for pupils from 5 to
14 years of age.
In the picture above you have a local school
teacher, the film maker Jerry Curd, Anthony
Lewis and Roger Hepplestone from Windsor
Humanists, and Alan Montgomery from
Reading Humanists, and Jennie Johnston from
Farnham Humanists and the Surrey SACRE. All
the speakers did Humanism proud! There were
a variety of views and styles adopted about
Humanism. We will post the edited films
when released in due course.
n SACRE stands for Standing Advisory Council
on Religious Education.

Humanistically Speaking is for humanist groups everywhere, but our
readership is growing and is fully open to non-humanists and persons of faith.
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by Lynda Tilley
The introduction of religion to
Africa changed and criminalized
so many of our natural, cultural
beliefs and taught us that they
were ‘sins’.
Practices like polygamy (which made perfect
and practical sense at the time) and
agreements like not having set land areas
with boundaries (which livestock could easily
be moved through to find grazing and water
in times of disease or drought) are just two
examples of traditional, cultural African ways
of doing things, which were no longer allowed
under colonial rule. Laws were written
making many of these acts ‘criminal’ and
‘punishable by law’, laws which were further
enforced by Christian missionaries and taught
in our schools and communities.
It's no surprise that most of our original
beliefs and customs were lost over time and
that even today, we're unsure of what they
used to be. Our ancestors, the keepers of our
oral history, were mostly all enslaved or killed
and our true history, devastatingly, died with
them. Our artefacts can give us many
answers, but they too have been taken from
us and as a result we're stuck.
Homosexuality's timeline in Africa is flatly
denied by many, without anything to back
them up except what they're programmed to
believe and ‘facts’ from an outdated book (coauthored by several people with vivid
imaginations) called the ‘Bible' which, they

Portrait from inside Niankhkhnum and
Khnumhotep’s tomb, Egypt. Their bodies were
also buried in an embrace.
https://brewminate.com/ancient-egyptian-sexuality/

say, ‘proves’ that homosexuality is wrong, a
sin, and a ‘Western practice'.
What hasn't helped is that, unfortunately,
over the years we've had more than one
ignorant African President (Museveni in
Uganda and Mugabe in Zimbabwe both come
to mind) describe homosexuality as a ‘white
man’s disease’ or a ‘Western practice’. What
they fail to consider is why the colonialists
introduced laws against it when they first
occupied our continent, if it never existed in
the first place, until they ‘introduced’ it here?
Some true historical records of ours do still
exist and have been examined by experts 
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who say they provide proof of homosexuality
in Africa pre-dating colonialism. These are in
the form of diaries and records kept by
African explorers from Portugal who wrote of
‘men and men relationships’. Accounts
written in the sixteenth century speak of ‘men
in women's clothes’, kept amongst a man’s
wives as ‘male wives’. Artefacts that were too
big to be stolen, like rock paintings in present
day Zimbabwe, depict San men having sexual
intercourse and remains found in Egyptian
tombs of men in a lovers’ embrace also
indicate the presence of same-sex
relationships.
I interviewed Beryl Achieng, a dynamic
Kenyan woman who after years of trying to
deny her sexuality, eventually embraced it
and is now helping others to do the same. A
teacher by profession, Beryl has recently
stopped teaching to pursue her Master's
degree in literature. She tells me that she
wants to read and study all the factual
literature available that proves that
homosexuality was part of our culture long
before colonization. Beryl is also co-founder
of the LGBTQIA+ ‘Moonlight Community'
organisation, which she is struggling to
register officially owing to resistance from
government bodies. The organisation was
formed, she says, to “cover all to do with
queer people's needs – to see more queers
living free of fear and threats, to educate,
empower and start questions about queers in
order for us to co-exist and accept others,
despite our differences.”
Kenya's Constitution doesn't allow rights for
the LGBT community. Same-sex marriages and
adoptions are banned, and gay sex is
considered ‘illegal’, carrying a penalty of up to
fourteen years imprisonment. The LGBT
community is constantly targeted. ‘Corrective
rape' by heterosexual males is, sadly,
something all lesbians face and the recent

Beryl Achieng finally embraced who she
was at great person cost. She is now
helping others to do the same.
murder (and alleged rape) in April of Kenyan
lesbian Sheila Lumumba, has sent shockwaves
throughout the country: and, sadly, she is not
the first to have died this way.
Beryl was raised in a Christian home and
always knew that she was gay. She
suppressed it as the Bible taught it as a sin.
Scared, depressed and desperate, Beryl finally
decided to leave the religion that persecuted
her and embraced who she was at great
personal cost – losing family and friends, and
she says it was a lonely journey until she
owned, loved and accepted who she was. This
put her in contact with people like her and
she's never looked back.
“People say homosexuality is not in our
culture. I ask them what IS our culture? With
colonization, most of our cultural history was
lost – it was taken from us and replaced with
religion”. Beryl's goal is, one day, to be able to
provide some answers, as she continues to
pursue her studies. “My religion is humanity people, animals and nature," she says, "and
my language is kindness”.

The ‘Moonlight Community’ group can be found on Facebook.
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The Future of Humanism
David Warden responds to Mike Flood’s ‘Whither
Humanism?’ article in our June edition.
Humanists International’s recent
conference in Glasgow asked
whether the time is ripe for a ‘new
enlightenment’ to address ‘seismic
events’ such as ‘the pandemic, the
worrying rise in anti-science rhetoric,
the rise of fake news and tweeting
politicians, and the climate
emergency that remains largely
unaddressed’ and what role
Humanism should play.
The historical era known as ‘the Enlightenment’ is generally pinned to the eighteenth
century. It signified the explosive growth in
knowledge and an emphasis on rationalism
and anti-clericalism as exemplified by the
French Encyclopedie edited by Denis Diderot.
Arguably, however, we are still living in the
Enlightenment period. The modern world, at
least when it is progressing in the right
direction, operates on the basis of
Enlightenment values: the free exchange of
ideas, rational argument, scientific method,
growth in knowledge, belief in the possibility
of material progress and human happiness,
and so on. The Covid-19 pandemic was
addressed by the application of Enlightenment values as scientists and politicians
together developed effective vaccines in
record time. As for the ‘worrying rise in antiscience rhetoric’ the best answer to this, as
always, is to keep on plugging away at
science. The scientific revolution is a relatively

Flowing grey locks are not compulsory in order to
qualify as an Enlightenment thinker, but perhaps
they help. From left: Erasmus Darwin (Charles’s
grandfather) and Steven Pinker.

new phenomenon in human affairs. Our job is
to defend and protect it. As for the rise of
‘fake news’ our best defence against this is to
support quality journalism. There’s plenty of it
about but it does need us to put our hands in
our pockets to pay for it. And as for tweeting
politicians – what on earth is wrong with that?
Twitter is simply a medium for getting your
ideas out into the world. The claim that the
climate
emergency
remains
‘largely
unaddressed’ strikes me as quite bizarre. The
world has been addressing this problem since
the Earth Summit in Rio in 1992. The world
has not yet succeeded in seriously bringing
down CO2 emissions, but revolutions in
energy, transport, heating, and manufacturing
are underway. The Ukraine crisis will surely
add impetus to these revolutions.
Last month, Mike Flood asked ‘…why aren’t
humanist organisations already talking about
these issues and their implications for human
rights, responsible citizenship and 

Enlightenment Now: The Case for Reason, Science, Humanism, and
Progress by Steven Pinker was published in 2018.
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inter-generational justice?’. We certainly do
address these issues at Dorset Humanists but
Mike is thinking of national and international
humanist organisations. In addition to the
aims of Humanists UK such as access to
humanist marriage, legislation on assisted
dying and educational reform, Mike believes
that the humanist community should be
commenting regularly on what looks
increasingly like the most serious set of
existential threats in our history. Through
close working partnerships with bona fide
groups we could contribute a humanist
perspective in these areas:
•

challenging misinformation, beliefs,
attitudes and policies that pose a threat to
democracy, species survival and
sustainable development

•

ensuring that artificial intelligence is
developed for the common good and the
benefit of humanity; and

•

supporting carefully selected initiatives
concerned with environmental justice and
the wellbeing of future generations.

Mike believes that humanists have the
potential to add a ‘rational and
compassionate voice’ but we’re manifestly
not doing this currently, apart from issuing
worthy statements such as the 2019 Reykjavik
Declaration on climate change. He feels that
fine words are beginning to sound like empty
rhetoric.

The Declaration of Modern Humanism
The Declaration of Modern Humanism which
has just been adopted by Humanists
International states that ‘We are confident
that humanity has the potential to solve the
problems that confront us, through free
inquiry, science, sympathy, and imagination in
the furtherance of peace and human
flourishing.’ I think the key word here is
humanity. The humanist movement alone

cannot solve the world’s problems but
humanity as a whole can do so, if it remains
faithful to the Enlightenment humanist values
we have inherited from our ancestors. The
Enlightenment revolution is far from
complete, of course. There are still threats
from authoritarian regimes, medieval
religions, and from human stupidity,
irrationality and gullibility. But educated and
well-intentioned people accept that we need
to solve our problems through the free
exchange of ideas and the development of
rational, evidence-based solutions. Wherever
and whenever this is taking place – in
universities, in laboratories, in think tanks, in
democratic parliaments, in free media, in
innovative corporations – the values of
Enlightenment humanism are being put into
practice. It’s not often referred to explicitly as
such, but that’s what’s happening.

The future of Humanism
I agree with Mike Flood that the humanist
movement needs to be more ambitious, but
we should recognise and give credit to all the
initiatives which are already taking place in
the global human community. I believe in the
collective ingenuity and goodwill of human
beings – that is my humanist faith.
Mike is setting up a ‘Future of Humanism’
group and I hope to be part of that. The
humanist movement needs an injection of
grassroots democracy to stimulate new
thinking. I’d like to see us consider threats to
freedom of speech and the ongoing housing
crisis. Longer term, I believe that we need a
humanist training college to turn out wise and
effective humanist leaders, a beautiful
humanist community centre in every town
and city, a national humanist figurehead to
stand alongside archbishops and chief rabbis,
and a growing global awareness that we
already live, to a remarkable extent, in an age
of Enlightenment humanism.

David Warden is Chair of Dorset Humanists and Humanist Advisor to
Bournemouth University and Arts University Bournemouth Faith & Reflection
team. Mike Flood is Chair of Milton Keynes Humanists.
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Today, when you hear someone expressing
prejudice or bigotry against gays or lesbians
publicly, it is nearly always a person of faith,
and nearly always motivated by their religious
beliefs or doctrines, writes Anthony Lewis.
The 2019 ILGA World Map charting the legal
status of homosexuality across the world
reveals a remarkable correlation between
theocracy, religious fundamentalism and
criminalisation of consensual adult same-sex
acts.
All religions attempt to control our sexual
behaviour and women’s fertility.
Most
consider that sensual pleasures of the flesh
hinder spiritual progress and connection to
the divine. All define a range of natural sexual
behaviour as ‘misconduct’ to lesser and
greater extents. Many require their clerics to
be celibate as the ultimate test of their
religious devotion. Christianity and Islam still
forbid sex outside marriage in their official
doctrines, despite the fact that their faithful
largely ignore these constraints. The
prohibition of homosexual acts is therefore a
logical extension of these doctrinal urges to
control everyone's natural sexual behaviour.
However, there has been a revolution in
sexual behaviour since the invention of ‘the
pill’ and access to safe medical abortion which
has emancipated many women, especially in

the liberal West, from the restrictions
imposed by the historic religious clerical
patriarchies. These new freedoms for women
have marched symbiotically in step with the
decriminalisation of homosexuality globally.
In the UK only a five per cent religious ‘rump’
of the UK population now thinks that
homosexuality should be made illegal but
worryingly, in 2016, 52 per cent of UK
Muslims agreed with them (Guardian). In the
US, a survey by Pew Research in 2020
revealed that 84 per cent of the non-religious
think casual sex is okay, whilst half of their
Christian neighbours agree and interestingly
even 36 per cent of evangelicals agree it's
okay too!
This gap between actual human behaviour
and the traditional restrictions of religious
doctrines have been brutally exposed in the
last few decades. The historic sexual abuse by
catholic priests across the world has
highlighted the huge hypocrisy and insanity of
insisting on ‘celibacy’. I relish the frequent
reports of rabidly anti-gay US pastors being
caught in flagrante in same-sex 

ILGA is the International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex
Association, an NGO based in Geneva.
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actual sex outside wedlock with another
human being whether gay or straight! Only
once I was clear of all that nonsense was I
able to focus on coming out as gay!

relationships. I suspect there are similar levels
of unrecognised abuse and hypocrisy
occurring in the more closed theocratic
societies but that there is little opportunity
for this to be similarly exposed, given the
current levels of suppression of free speech
and women's rights in such jurisdictions. I do
hope that the moral inconsistency between
the rhetoric of the faithful – for example
requiring prepubescent girls to dress
modestly – and their actual behaviour will
also start to be exposed via social media,
even in these more closed societies.
Despite these positive global trends – in
women’s emancipation and decriminalisation
of homosexuality – the process at the
personal level of moving away from religion
and coming to terms with your own sexuality
can still be a struggle for many. I grew up as
an English Catholic in Northern Ireland during
the Troubles. Effectively, I had to come out
twice. First, I had to leave behind my
childhood religion and jettison all that Irish
Catholic guilt where masturbation was
considered to be a mortal sin – let alone

The cognitive dissonance for some of my
family, between their love for me and
accepting my sexuality versus the strictures of
their Catholic faith, was a difficult journey for
all of us. I had always been very close to my
Irish granny, and she always had a simple
mantra about real love not being about sex
but being more like ‘a comfortable pair of
slippers’. She always wanted us to find a life
partner with whom we could share our lives –
including the boring bits! It was her refocus
away from the physical ‘dirty bits’ of the
sexual act (that remain an odd obsession for
those in possession of a fervent religious
faith) towards realising that I deserved to be
loved for who I was rather than who I might
have to pretend to be, that won most of my
family over to acceptance of my being gay. I
despair that many gay boys and girls still have
to make this journey of unravelling when they
come out even today.
Most of us learn very quickly growing up that
what matters in life is authentic human
connection – that sex is best when it is an
expression of deep love felt between
consenting adults. It is a natural, powerful
human urge that should be allowed to be
expressed so that all of us can in time find our
own ‘comfortable pair of slippers’! Isn’t it
about time that the world's religions and
especially their clerics ended their rather
immature obsession with controlling our
natural sex drives and, to be frank, dropped
their rather obscene obsession with our
genitalia and our naughty bits?

Further reading
ILGA report State-Sponsored Homophobia
Wikipedia Homosexuality and Religion
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The marriage ceremony has always been
religious until modern times, right? Wrong!
By David Brittain

Whilst there are frequent
references to husbands and
wives and even marriage in
the Bible, it is never described
as a religious ceremony.
Marriage – or rather, the mutual commitment
of a woman and a man to each other – has
been around since probably long before the
Bronze Age. But it was not a religious
ceremony. Indeed, it was often simply a
public statement made by a couple who
decided to live together and hope for
children. It was also, perhaps, the union of
two families in an alliance, and far from
having anything to do with love. It might have
been a union of allies, or even a business
transaction to secure trade.
Marriage is always special to the people who
get married, of course, but what makes
marriage special to society is that it is about
children, and this runs through all cultures like
a message in a stick of rock. How often, I
wonder, does a leader of one society offer the
hand of his daughter in marriage as an act of
union – not of two individuals, but of two
societies?
Nor is it really about sex. We are indeed a
highly-sexed species, and there is no doubt
that throughout the ages men and women
have had sex whether they are married or

not. It’s children that make marriage so vital,
and, in theory at least, a stabilising influence
in society. The union of two peasants will be
expected to produce more peasants, whilst a
queen and king will produce heirs to the
throne, thus (sometimes) avoiding the trauma
of a contested succession.
It was the Catholic Church which, in the 13th
century, made marriage a sacrament and this
began a process which by the 16th century had
evolved into a demand for strict religious
conformity. The Clandestine Marriage Act of
1753 even required couples to get married in
a church or chapel by a religious minister, or
else the marriage would not be recognised.
But this was loosened somewhat with the
Marriage Act of 1836 which allowed civil
ceremonies in register offices. Nevertheless,
by then the Anglican and Catholic churches
were almost in full control of marriage, and
register office ceremonies were commonly
assumed to be ‘second best’. Cohabitation
still happened, and was probably more
common than we think today, but it was 
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associated with shame. Indeed, I recall an
incident when I was a census enumerator in
1971, when the female member of an elderly
couple disappeared into another room so that
her partner could have a ‘man-to-man’ talk
with me to explain that they were, and I
quote, ‘living in sin’!
Procreation was the whole point of marriage
to the Anglican and Catholic churches. Indeed,
as regards the Catholic Church, if the couple’s
plan didn’t involve the production of children
they could be refused permission to marry at
all. This became less defensible as more
children survived into adulthood and the
Anglican Church accepted the need for
artificial contraception by the 1930s. The
Catholic Church has yet to accept this.
So, why is procreation so vital to religious
institutions? And why has celibacy outside of
marriage become so important? As a child of
the fifties and early sixties, I well recall the
agony aunts who declared with almost one
voice that sex outside of marriage was always
wrong, immoral, and even an act of abuse.
Girls were the usual target, presumably
because they were vulnerable to the idea that
unwed pregnancy would bring shame and
misery whilst boys got off scot-free. This was
reinforced by the fact that unwed girls were

Interfaith marriages and religious observance

This shows that, in the US, Christians in mixed
marriages are generally less religious than those
whose spouse shares the same religion.

Some popes were far from celibate, starting
with the first pope, St Peter himself, whose
mother-in-law is mentioned in the gospels.

usually denied contraception (strongly
supported by the churches at the time). I
don’t think the Church had a problem with sex
itself. Some popes were far from celibate. It
was about the children.
With Catholicism and Islam, both of the
marriage partners have to agree that the
children will be brought up in the faith. This
protects the faith from being diluted as the
children will be brought up from birth
believing that they are either Catholic or
Muslim or whatever their parents are. That’s
important, because few adults introduced to
religious ideas at a later age are inclined to
believe that a blessed biscuit is the literal
body of Christ, or that Allah requires you to
pray several times a day in a particular
direction – but a child might.

This, I think, is the essence of the
reason why organised religion is so
determined to access children
through family, parents and schools.
It helps to sustain irrational beliefs in
an increasingly rational world.
Whether this will be allowed to
continue depends on the willingness
of society as a whole.
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Sexual Ethics

A conservative Christian viewpoint
By John McDiarmid
We asked John, a friend of Dorset Humanists, “Why is God
interested in who puts what where?”
I have been asked to comment on the
Christian view of sexuality. As a former
Christian minister and card-carrying
evangelical, I do so with fear and
trembling, knowing that the view I am
about to outline runs diametrically
opposed to our cultural direction of
travel, and certainly to Humanist beliefs.
And I also write realising that most
people who hold this view, myself
included, have found it almost
impossible to live up to, opening the
door to justifiable charges of hypocrisy.
But I am, as always, grateful to Dorset
Humanists and Humanistically Speaking for
the opportunity to respectfully state my
position. Massive respect to you for allowing
this view to be stated in your publication.

used improperly. Nuclear power can be used
to provide power to millions, it can also be
used to destroy cities. Sex is at the same time
the most creative and the most destructive of
gifts.

With that as a backdrop let me set out my
understanding of the Christian view of sexual
ethics. It is that sexual activity is a beautiful
gift created by God, to enable the people he
created to express love, enjoy each other and
procreate. It is given for use exclusively in the
particular setting of monogamous, heterosexual marriage. Like another one of God’s
gifts, fire, it is incredibly creative when used
correctly, and massively destructive when

So that’s the Christian ideal – and one which
we have, myself included, all failed spectacularly to live up to.
But the question arises – why would a loving
God (who I accept does not exist in the
humanist paradigm) provide us with such a
basic desire, which we then have to subdue?
My instinctive answer is, “You’ll have to ask
Him”. It certainly seems unfair to our tiny
minds. But here’s the best answer I can 
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come up with. Imagine a society where sex is
purely the province of married couples, where
individuals are virgins at their wedding and
faithful to one partner throughout their lives.
Before you let outrage take over – think of the
consequences. It is a society in which sexually
transmitted infections do not exist, where
unwanted pregnancies are all but eliminated
(getting rid of abortion, with its disastrous
consequences), where children are brought
up by two parents (statistics of mental health
issues and crime amongst adults brought up
in single-parent households are horrifying).
This is a society where the horrendous
consequences of adultery are unknown. It is a
society where there is more cohesion,
creativity and one which is massively more
economically prosperous, as the cost of all the
above is eliminated. A society without all the
pain caused by all the above seems like the

A response by
David Warden
I grew up as an evangelical Christian and was
taught Christian sexual ethics as John has
described it. There was no room in this
scheme for gay people and it slowly dawned
on me that I was being expected to live a life
of celibacy. An evangelical book entitled Is the
Homosexual my Neighbour? Another Christian
View (1978) by Letha Scanzoni and Virginia
Ramey Mollenkott came to my rescue. It
critically evaluated the very few biblical
passages on the topic and concluded that the
Bible has no view on the actual phenomenon
of gay and lesbian sexual orientation as we
understand it today and that ‘sexual sin’ is not
a matter of who puts what where but of
unloving relationships.

design of a loving God. Anthropologist JD
Unwin was a social anthropologist at Oxford
in the early part of the 20th century. In his
book Sex and Culture (1934) he claimed that
there was a massive correlation between
sexual restraint and achievement in every
culture. He did an exhaustive study of the
major civilisations that have ever existed and
found that once a society reached the point of
offering unrestrained sexual liberty to its
people it was soon to perish. There have been
no exceptions.
A generation ago, Mary Whitehouse was
vilified, ridiculed, and mocked for espousing
these views. Today, she is starting to come
back into fashion, as the disastrous
consequences of the permissive society are
starting to be felt. Maybe Mary had a point.
More importantly, maybe God has a point?

John’s sexual utopia of young people marrying as virgins into indissoluble unions wreaked
havoc in the life of Bertrand Russell and
countless millions of other young people. It
created a powerful incentive to get married
for sex, only to find afterwards, in many cases,
that a dreadful mistake had been made and
that lifelong misery was to follow. John is
right, however, to draw attention to the social
disasters which have followed from the sexual
revolution – not least the millions of children
denied the great blessing of stable family
lives.
There is no sexual utopia. We humans have to
muddle through as best we can, trying to get
the right balance between liberty and social
stability. Christian fundamentalism is, in many
ways, a cruel answer to the problem. But so is
complete sexual libertinism. The humanist
answer is to find a middle path which pursues
human happiness for all concerned, as best
we can.
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STIFF resistance…
SEX IS VITALLY IMPORTANT! You know
this, I know this, everyone knows this.
It’s how we all came to be here, yet
those with gods have such an issue
with sex that here at Humanistically
Speaking towers we could have filled
this month’s issue three times over
just talking about it, and you know
what they say about those who talk
about it don’t you…
As humanists, we know sex is good. If it only
involves you, it’s good, safe and healthy – if
not biologically essential. If it involves
another, then so long as they are ‘legal’ and
they consent, then that’s good too. So, I guess
we are really looking at religion here. Why
does God care so much about where you stick
your bits, I mean, seriously? In all the planets,
all of space, etc., imagine you are you looking
down onto a beach full of sand, and each
grain is a lifeform. Would you care who was
doing what to whom and in which place, or
hole? Masturbation, or self-abuse as some
used to call it, was seriously frowned on as
being horrific, bad, evil even, and to be
avoided. Various faiths like the Church of the
Latter-Day Saints (Mormons) still hold this
view, as do Jehovah’s Witnesses, I believe. Of
all the things to ban, and to what end? From
their perspective, God has given them a body,
with urges that develop from puberty. God
clearly doesn’t want his children to jump the
first body that comes along, so surely to
goodness, practising and getting to know
one's own body beforehand would be logical?

After all, if you don’t know how to please
yourself, how on earth is someone else
expected to? If that wasn’t a strong enough
reason, to be better for your eventual
partner, to help please them, satisfy them and
be a better bedroom companion, then there
are these reason below:

Masturbation…
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

It can help lower your prostate cancer risk
It improves erectile function
It helps you last longer during sex
It boosts immunity
It boosts your mood
It can help you fall asleep
It can increase your lifespan
It can improve your skin
It helps you get to know your own body
better
10)It improves heart health
Further reading: Menshealth.com
Which of these would “god” say are bad for you,
and reasons not to give yourself a hand? 

Do you openly talk about sex? In my circle of friends, whether they are
in their 20s or 70s, there are no barred topics.
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Do as I say
In the club
Helping hands
Serving one master
Try before you buy (sex before marriage)
Any hole’s a goal
All Boys’ Club (the twelve disciples)
Breeders Only (no sex for pleasure)
There were three in the bed…
So God doesn’t want you being better in bed,
he also doesn’t want you trying out your
partner before getting married. What’s that
all about? How do you know if you fit?
Imagine meeting the person of your dreams,
you get on well, personalities match, your
attraction is through the roof but when you
reach the bedroom, things just don’t set you
on fire, then what? I’d love to have a sample
of arranged marriage couples and ask them
on this, but that could prove problematic.

So you date, you meet the mother-in-law, you
pass the interview, and you get married. The
bedroom fails drastically and not being Henry
VIII, you can't replace the wife. God also says
you can't have multiple wives, at least not in
the mainstream faiths, and you can't divorce.
Just what kind of an evil overseer is he? Is
“Can’t” the default reply at God’s call centre
for sexual help?
We can assume that God, being an almighty
being, has no use for orgasms personally, has
no sexual parts of any kind, so why does
he/she worry so much about human
interaction? Is there a logical reason? Overpopulation perhaps? Disease? Humans having
so much pleasure that they end up not having
a need for an almighty being? Then there is
the even more harmless same-sex interaction,
where no babies will be made, and no eggs
lost via contraception or condom. How can

this meet with rejection? The key objection
seems to be about where the bits go during
male same-sex intercourse, and although
there are certain objections to multiuse
‘exits’, there are lots of crossover practices
shared by heterosexual couples. Yet these are
still wrong? Everyone uses mouths and hands
to great overall satisfaction, yet God makes no
allowances for ‘everything but the butt’. He
really is a very picky fellow, isn’t he?
From my perspective, God appears to be
spiteful, unreasonable, intolerant, hostile,
negative, anti-pleasure and full of hatred to
those he supposedly created. If God were a
parent, the child would leave and never speak
to him again. The parent would be deemed
abusive, likely locked up for crimes against
humanity, and that’s before we delve into the
various acts of genocide and other tantrums
he has in any given chapter of his special
book. But sticking to sex, for no clear reason
you must worship him and give him total love
and devotion. That includes keeping your
body under his control, only doing with it
what he says, when he says, with whom he
permits, and with which hole he deems is
okay to please him as he watches on.
How God gets any followers with this kind of
sales pitch is really beyond any logical
thought pattern I can distinguish. When his
followers reach their final destination, I hope
the reviews on trip advisor reflect this.

Of all the lifeforms that could exist in these
trillions upon trillions of planets and star
systems, God is uniquely watching down on
this planet and caring who puts what where!

If your partner made the demands of you that God does of his
followers, would you leave them?
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The Voice of Brittain

Advertisement

David unleashed – without his Executive Editor’s hat on

Can gender identity be changed?
Some animals can change sex. There
are several species of fish which can
pull that trick, as can some butterflies
and the occasional reptile. The process
is called sequential hermaphroditism.
But the further you go up the
evolutionary scale, the rarer it
becomes, and I am not aware of a
single mammal that can change its sex.
But what if there is some serious medical
help? A transsexual person can be medically
helped to transition. Reassignment surgery
aims to align physical sex characteristics with
a deeply felt gender identity. But can a
perfectly ‘normal’ boy, whose gender identity
and physical sex are both male from birth, be
changed into a girl?
Well, it was tried in 1965 in Winnipeg,
Canada. A botched circumcision left a baby
boy with a penis that was damaged beyond
repair. His horrified parents must have
wondered what on earth would become of
him. He might still, with medical help, be able
to become a father but what kind of future
relationships would he have? What kind of
life?
So it must have seemed like a gift when
sexologist Dr John Money came on the scene.
He was reassuring, and it must have seemed
that not all was lost. Money’s belief was that
children were gender-neutral until they were
two years old, and if you got them young

Image: Wikipedia

Bruce Reimer was brought up as ‘Brenda’
and later took the name David.
enough, you could direct and control their
gender identity. Little Bruce would provide
the evidence that Money needed to prove
his theory, and he advised the lad’s parents
that he should have his testicles surgically
removed, and his empty scrotum
‘internalised’ so that it can be re-shaped into
a kind of vulva. Few men would like to
reflect on the pain that might have involved,
but while he was still an infant, blue became
pink, and Bruce became Brenda.
Brenda would be brought up as a normal girl,
and as she grew, Money saw to it that dolls
and pretty clothes would be the order of her
young life, whilst toy soldiers, footballs and
cars would be forbidden. Dr Money would
claim success, but in spite of this environment, which must have been suffocating for
Brenda to say the least, she still displayed
enough so-called ‘male’ behaviour for
Money to describe her as a tomboy. 
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would re-invent herself as a boy, with the
name of David Reimer.

David Reimer eventually married
Source: Wikipedia

As Brenda grew into a kind of puberty, her
body was not able to supply the natural
testosterone that boys get to accelerate body
growth, so she remained smaller and slightly
built, and regular hormone treatment made
her begin to develop breasts. But in spite of
Money’s claims, something was wrong.
Brenda was deeply unhappy with her sense of
self, and what she was. She didn’t get on with
either her female peers, or the boys, so she
had very few friends, and she hated her
regular consultations with Money whom she
felt was trying to brainwash her. In the end,
she refused to see him at all and later, at the
age of 14, her parents told her what had
happened.
The effect on Brenda was dramatic.
Everything suddenly made sense, and she
immediately began reverse reassignment
surgery. It would turn out to be another
painful journey for her, but eventually she

Dr John Money (Wikipedia)

David had much to come to terms with. He
had grown into a slightly built, rather small
young man without any hope of a normal
sexual relationship. Nor would he ever be
able to have children, and I think it is an
amazing tribute to him that he was able, in
the end, to find some kind of happiness in
his life. He even married and became father
to three step-children, but I think he was
always angry, and on the edge of despair,
and there were several suicide attempts
along the way. In the end, whilst on a
shopping trip to the local supermarket in
May 2004, David sat in his van, put a gun to
his head and fired. He was 38 years old.

Twins Brian and ‘Brenda’ Reimer, aged 14.
Source: Wikipedia

This tragic story leads to many
questions. Could it ever have been right
to risk someone’s life for a scientific
hypothesis, albeit with the best of
intentions? Should circumcision
without medical need ever be
performed? One thing’s for sure, our
gender identity appears to be set even
before we are born, and is profoundly
deep. We risk tragedy when we try to
tamper with it.
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The
Our video conference with notable people, interviewed by David Brittain

This month, Catholic priest
Alexander Lucie-Smith
agreed to be interviewed by
David Brittain. Alexander
spoke candidly about the
church’s rationale for
priestly celibacy and he
answered some tough
questions on child abuse
and other sex-related
topics. Click the YouTube
button below to hear this
fascinating discussion.

Please subscribe to Humanistically Speaking. You can join via our website,
or just email us direct and type ‘Subscribe’. We’ll do the rest.
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Musings by Maggie

Is God a Peeping Tom?
Sex is of enormous interest to God.
He is very concerned about who
does what with whom and how, and
horrendous punishments await
those who deviate from Godapproved sexual behaviour. Even
innocent rape victims are punished
for not sufficiently guarding their
honour, and forced to marry the
rapist, whether he wants her as a
wife or not. There also seems to be
no necessity for consent, even
within marriage, and adultery merits
the death penalty.
The website Got Questions (“Your Questions.
Biblical Answers”) says, “It is important to
note that the punishment was the same for
both parties involved. There was no double
standard that made allowances for a man’s
dalliances; he was punished right along with
the woman.” So that’s alright, then! Of
course, the point is strongly made that these
were the prohibitions of Mosaic Law and
modern Christians live under the “New
Covenant”, which is why they no longer go
around stoning people to death for sexual
misdemeanours. However, John 8 relates an
incident where a woman “taken in adultery”
is dragged before Jesus for his judgement.
The male adulterer doesn’t feature at all in
the story, and it is the woman who Jesus
instructs to “go, and from now on sin no
more”, leading me to doubt whether, in pract-

The Woman Taken in Adultery, by Guercino
(Dulwich Picture Gallery – Wikipedia Commons)

ice, the Mosaic law was applied equally to
men and women.
Throughout the Bible, adulterous men are
viewed as victims of salacious women. Blame
is laid heavily upon the woman for tempting
the man. It seems men cannot be expected to
exercise self-control in such circumstances:
“Many are the victims she has brought down;
her slain are a mighty throng. Her house is a
highway to the grave, leading down to the
chambers of death.” (Proverbs 7:26–27).
Ezekiel 23:20 graphically details the voracious
sexual behaviour of two sisters, of one of
whom it is said: “For she doted upon their
paramours, whose flesh is as the flesh of
asses, and whose issue is like the issue of
horses.” Jehovah is determined that these
outrageous behaviours should be severely
punished: “And the company shall stone 

Want your own copy sent directly to you via email?
Contact Humanistically.Speaking@gmail.com type in SUBSCRIBE
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them with stones, and dispatch them with
their swords; they shall slay their sons and
their daughters and burn up their houses with
fire.” (Ezekiel 23:20). There is no mention of
any punishment accruing to the men who
availed themselves of the services of these
two women. However, since the male objects
of the women’s desire were Assyrians and the
whole story appears to be an allegory, the
women symbolising Samaria and Jerusalem,
and their whoring activities the worship of
other gods, I suppose that’s hardly surprising.
Gender issues are of serious concern, with
cross-dressing particularly frowned upon.
Homosexuality is also punishable by death,
and woe betide anyone caught using the
withdrawal method of contraception.
There is much about dressing modestly, but
hard as I try, I don’t seem to be able to find
any such cautions specific to men. Those
addressed to women, however, can be found
in abundance. I particularly like Proverbs
11:22: “Like a gold ring in a pig's snout is a
beautiful woman without discretion.”
Honour killings are condoned, indeed
encouraged – Deuteronomy 22:20-21 “But if
this thing be true, and the tokens of virginity
be not found for the damsel: Then they shall
bring out the damsel to the door of her
father’s house, and the men of her city shall
stone her with stones that she die: because
she hath wrought folly in Israel, to play the
whore in her father’s house: so shalt thou put
evil away from among you.”

Numerous biblical passages relate a variety of
sexual misdemeanours. In Genesis 19 alone,
whilst living in the city of Sodom, Lot offers
his daughters to be raped in place of his
angelic visitors (one would assume that
Yahweh disapproves of this, but the angels
rescue Lot and his family from the fire and
brimstone rained down on the city, “the Lord
being merciful to him” – v16), and then his

daughters get their father drunk and sleep
with him in order to produce offspring (v3038).
Polygamy abounds in the Old Testament.
King David had many wives and concubines.
We’re not told how David treated these
wives, but I hope it was better than his
treatment of his concubines. 2 Samuel 20:3
tells us: “And David came to his house at
Jerusalem; and the king took the ten women
his concubines, whom he had left to keep the
house, and put them in ward, and fed them,
but went not in unto them. So they were shut
up to the day of their death, living in
widowhood.” Solomon had 700 wives and
300 concubines. There are many other
instances of men having numerous wives and
concubines, but no examples of polyandry (a
woman with more than one husband).
Apparently, God eventually decided that he
disapproved of polygamy as the New
Testament advocates monogamy.

Of course, God does not restrict his
dictates to Jews and Christians. Sadly,
there is no room here to go into the
sexual hang-ups of Allah as set forth in
the Quran and the Hadiths and the
evident results of their various
interpretations upon the adherents of
Islam, particularly with regard to
women. However, even a cursory
examination of certain fundamentalist
Christian groups will reveal attitudes
almost as harsh towards issues such as
sex outside marriage, LGBTQ+ and
gender issues, abortion, marital
relationships, etc. When it comes to
sex it seems that God is not only a
voyeur but a tyrant.

Want your own copy sent directly to you via email?
Contact Humanistically.Speaking@gmail.com type in SUBSCRIBE
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Paul Ewans explores moral questions

Should we always obey society’s rules or are there
times when it’s not wrong to break them? The story
of the Mignonette is a famous example of rulebreaking…
On 19 May 1884, the yacht Mignonette set
sail from Southampton on a voyage to
Australia. It was a small vessel with a crew of
four – the captain Tom Dudley, crew
members Edmund Brooks and Edwin
Stephens, and Richard Parker, the cabin boy
who was just 16 years old. On 5 July, while
running before a gale, the Mignonette was
badly damaged by a wave and started to sink.
The crew launched a lifeboat and abandoned
ship, taking with them just two tins of turnips
to eat. They had no drinking water and were
700 miles from land.
On 7 July, Dudley shared out one of the tins of
turnips and a day or two later they managed
to catch and kill a turtle. The turtle’s meat and
the second tin of turnips lasted them a week
but their attempts to collect rainwater failed.
On 20 July, Parker lost consciousness and he
appeared to be dying. Dudley then suggested
that they should draw lots with the loser
being killed to give the others a chance of
survival. Brooks refused to agree and so the
next day Dudley and Stephens killed Parker
with a penknife. Each of the men ate some
flesh from Parker’s body and at last they
managed to collect some rainwater. So all

Image: Wreck Site

three were still alive on 29 July when they
were rescued by a passing ship.
Arriving back in England, Dudley and Stephens
were arrested and put on trial for murder
amid huge publicity. The desperate situation
in which they had found themselves gripped
the public’s imagination. The men had
suffered horribly from hunger and thirst and
had then faced a terrible dilemma – kill the
cabin boy or die of starvation. The thought of
this awful predicament aroused great
sympathy for the two men, and many people
were impressed by the arguments which
Dudley and Stephens put forward during the
trial to justify what they had done. 

What would you have done in the crew’s situation? Who
would you have eaten?
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They said that they had been forced to kill
Parker to save their own lives and claimed
that the law of England did not apply to
shipwrecked sailors who were subject to an
entirely different set of rules – the ‘Customs
of the Sea’. But the judges who dealt with the
case decided that the law of England did apply
and that necessity was no defence to a
murder charge. So the two men were found
guilty of murder and sentenced to death, but
their punishment was later reduced to six
months imprisonment.
The story of the Mignonette’s crew raises
questions about the law of the land and other
common rules. Can there be more than one
valid set of rules governing our relations with
each other? After all, the crew of the
Mignonette claimed that the law of the land
was not the only valid set. There were also
the ‘Customs of the Sea’ which sailors were
entitled to respect and be guided by. But
while most of us are happy to obey many
rules which are not part of the criminal law,
these are typically rules which do not conflict
with legal rules. Examples include the rules
that we ought not to lie and that we ought to
keep our promises.

Most people believe that the long-established
rules of society are reasonable and reliable,
but why exactly do we think that we must
obey them? Of course, there are obvious
advantages in obeying society’s rules. If we
break the law we are liable to be punished by
the courts, and even if the legal authorities do
not intervene, other people may act against
us if they see us as being a threat. If we harm
people by breaking the rules when it suits us,
they may well harm us in return.
There is, in effect, an unwritten contract at
the heart of society. Each of us agrees to obey
the rules on the understanding that everyone
else will obey them. After all, why should I
respect a rule that nobody else respects? So
no one can reasonably claim that they may
break the rules even though other people
ought to obey them. If a rule is valid, it applies
to everyone, and we all ought to accept this.
But what about the crew of the Mignonette?
They claimed that the rules of society did not
apply to them because they were outside
society, and perhaps we would see things that
way if we were in their situation. It was not
the last time people resorted to cannibalism
to save their own lives.
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Humanists in Profile by John Coss

Mary Wollstonecraft
Continuing our series of profiles of Humanists who are not as
widely known as they should be, including distinguished men
and women not generally known to be Humanists.

“The being cannot be termed
rational or virtuous, who
obeys any authority, but that
of reason.”
Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797) was one of
the first champions of human rights for all and
an early feminist. She is generally recognised
as a forerunner of modern Humanism.
In 1790 she wrote a public letter to conservative philosopher Edmund Burke, whose
Reflections on the French Revolution had
condemned events in France as an attack on
aristocratic government. Her Vindication of
the Rights of Men was a scathing denunciation
of his argument as an appeal to custom and
tradition justifying the privileges of the
aristocracy. This pamphlet preceded her
friend Thomas Paine’s book The Rights of Man
published a year later, and she ranks with him
as an original and radical political thinker. The
flavour of her writing is shown by this extract:
“Security of property. Behold in a few words
the definition of English liberty! And to this
selfish principle every nobler one is
sacrificed … It is only the property of the rich
that is secure. … Your respect for rank has
swallowed up the common feelings of
humanity: you seem to consider the poor as
only the livestock of an estate.”
In 1792, Wollstonecraft extended the concept
of human rights to all humanity in A
Vindication of the Rights of Woman. She regarded the passivity of women as a key factor

in making societies unequal, and argued for a
society based on reason and justice, with all
citizens treated as rational beings, attacking
the assumption that women were inferior to
men: they only appeared so because they
were denied education. She demanded a
national scheme of co-education to promote a
more
equal
and
rational
society.
Wollstonecraft is as sig-nificant for her
educational theories as for her feminism and
political radicalism.
She died in 1798, shortly after giving birth to
her second daughter, Mary Shelley, author of
Frankenstein.
A few months later, her
husband William Godwin wrote a candid
memoir about her (all three are now buried in
St. Peter’s Church, Bournemouth). He meant
to honour her memory, but his description of
her ‘adventurous’ love life left her reputation
in tatters for the best part of a century,
though her views were reflected in the
writings of, for example, Jane Austen and
George Elliot.
From the late 19th century, Wollstonecraft’s
life and writings attracted increasing attention and support, initially in relation to votes
for women (she has been called the first suffragette) and later with the modern feminist
movement. Virginia Woolf described her writings, arguments, and ‘experiments in living’
as immortal. In 2018, a Wollstonecraft
Society was formed to carry her ‘legacy of
human rights, equality and justice into young
people’s lives’. And in 2020, a controversial
statue in her honour as ‘the mother of
feminism’ was put up in Islington.

See also In Our Time and Humanist Heritage on the life and ideas of Mary
Wollstonecraft. Photo adapted: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_Wollstonecraft
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Book Review by
David Warden

Dr Joanna Williams was a lecturer in Higher
Education and Academic Practice at the
University of Kent and Director of Kent’s
Centre for the Study of Higher Education until
2016. She is an author, commentator and the
associate editor of Spiked magazine.

If you’re one of the many people who is still
struggling to understand what the word ‘woke’
means, then I urge you to read this new book.
The word itself has been appropriated from
American black culture. ‘Are you woke?’
roughly translates to: ‘Have you woken up to
the systemic oppression of black people?’
Many people think that the word ‘woke’
simply means empathy for oppressed
minorities and they deplore the way in which
conservative commentators have allegedly
‘weaponised’ the word to hit back against
social justice and progressive causes.
But woke ideology is a kind of wolf in sheep’s
clothing. Williams claims that it has become
the ruling ideology of the ‘cultural elite’ by
which she means schools, universities, creative
industries, the law, mainstream media such as
the BBC, the Guardian and the New York
Times, corporate capitalism, the Church of
England and most political parties. It hasn’t
appeared out of nowhere. It has a long and

complicated intellectual ancestry going back
to the 1930s Frankfurt School of Marxist
intellectuals and poststructuralists including
Derrida and Foucault. But Williams claims that
woke ideology is the opposite of Marxism
because it has abandoned the class struggle
(and therefore the working class) in order to
focus obsessively on the supposed power
relations between identity groups. For
example, in the world of woke, being born
white is problematic. It means that you are
the beneficiary of systemic privilege. To be
born white is to be born in a state of original
sin and culpability for slavery, colonialism and
all the wickedness of the West. The only way
out of this predicament is to acknowledge
your guilt, educate yourself, shut up and
listen to the ‘lived experience’ of oppressed
minorities, ‘take a knee’, pull down statues,
decolonise the curriculum, campaign for
historic reparations, and indoctrinate children
into the woke worldview from infancy.
Williams claims that this anti-white
programme amounts to a new form of racism.
The same goes for trans ideology which, she
argues, has generated new forms of misogyny
and homophobia. Islamist extremists are also
using woke tactics to their advantage by
claiming victim status to insulate their
ideology against criticism.
Progressive and liberal-left humanists may
think that ‘woke’ is a positive expression of
social justice. This books argues that woke
ideology is the antithesis of Enlightenment
values. If Williams is right, then woke ideology
is a serious threat to Humanism.

Joanna Williams is also the author of Academic Freedom in an Age of
Conformity: Confronting the Fear of Knowledge (2016)
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By Alex Williams

Alex Williams

The Dead Sea
It’s always hotter down here.
They say it formed 3000 years ago
When all the sins of man burned brimstone red
In towns as foul as Sodom and Gomorrah
The Lord God in his wrath upturned the earth
Left craters where two populations were
His sense of rectitude being so repulsed
By the natural acts that He Himself designed
Of a species He Himself created, too.
He snuffed them and their kinfolk out like flames
In two fell swoops.
Dead.
And now we float on one such crater’s lake
Indolently crust our skins with mud
Then rinse it off into the salty sea
The gathered mass of wicked, ancient tears.
In 50 years it will be gone:
the sinful water
the water
the sin
the sea

Secular Verses (2021) by Alex Williams is a collection of original poems inspired
by secularism, atheism, and humanism. Available here
More info: www.thedialup.blogspot.com
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Join The Red Zone.

Are you a group forwarding
our magazine onto your members? Do
let us know
Are you a reader and not on the
map? Tell us where you are.
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Do you live in a town where you think a group could flourish?
Contact us and we will see what can happen with the Network’s help.
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Humanistically Speaking
A free magazine created for and by Humanists

Humanism is an ethical non-religious
worldview. It’s about tolerance, kindness,
knowledge, and friendship. Although
Humanistically Speaking is for Humanists,
everyone is welcome to read and
contribute, regardless of faith or belief.

Click the ‘Happy Human’ symbol above to learn
more about Humanist values
Humanistically Speaking is brought to you by a volunteer team of editors

David B

Aaron

David W

Alex

Maggie

Lynda

Paul

John

Anthony

In addition, we have our vital back-office support team of:
Sean (Webmaster) Phil (YouTube video editor), Tony (Administrator),
Barbara (Treasurer), Alan (Business advisor) as well as several staff yet to be found.

